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As an ALS Postdoctoral Fellow, Ferenc (Feri) Borondics worked in
three areas: very low-temperature optical measurements, optical
conductivity of graphene, and troubleshooting beamline
operations for users. His support was half funded via a
scholarship from the external Rosztoczy Foundation. Feri is now
a Beamline Scientist for the mid-IR beamline at the Canadian
Light Source.
Feri came to the ALS as an expert in FTIR spectroscopy on
fullerenes, the instrumentation of FTIR and cryogenics. His first
project was to work on coupling under vacuum a 3He very low
temperature cryostat to our IFS 66v/S spectrometer for
performing far-infrared spectroscopy with samples at
temperatures below 1 Kelvin. He worked together with Thomas
Schenkel’s group members to take apart the full cryogenic
system, and operate it with several different samples made to
demonstrate aspects required to develop quantum computers. Not
only did the work result in a publication, Feri also developed
novel methods of experimental control, including automated monitoring of the cryostat system
which would text-message the operator whenever certain conditions were met or were out of spec.
This enabled long overnight data acquisitions with maximizing the experimental productivity.
This automated control and notification system resulted in a LBNL outstanding performance
award for Feri.
Feri was also always looking for interesting projects from beamline users in which his expertise
could be of use. One such project was brought forward by Robert Kaindl and Alessandra Lanzara
who were studying epitaxially grown graphene. Graphene relates closely to Feri’s PhD work on
fullerenes, and the research needed included cryogenics as well as detailed optical constant

extraction, both of which Feri brought expertise to. This work with ALS users resulted in a true
collaboration and two publications with Feri as second author.
Feri also helped with other tricky user problems, and with making sure the infrared
instrumentation was best coupled with the synchrotron. One example of the latter is when he
helped to measure and understand the problems that would be coming as the ALS transitioned to
top-off operations, and he helped devise a way to correctly reject measurements being made when
the top-off injection beam disturbance occurred. The ALS continues to use this system today,
which makes top-off operations truly transparent to users.
Feri is now a Beamline Scientist at the Canadian Light Source where he continues to draw upon
the experience and knowledge he gained while working as a post-doctoral fellow at the ALS.
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